Gtee and DC semantic model mapping session by the Standardised Trust WG,
2021-06-15, 13:30-15:15 CET
Thanks for the ones attending today.
We had following action points to cover:
1. The task list was updated according to meeting discussions and decisions
2. Harri presented quickly the changes made within the JSON exercise and communicated to the whole
team in regards the Gtee base template (G2.3 and G4)
- we decided to give team some more time (until 6.7.2021) to look the changes through on the next
meeting
3. Harri showed the status of the JSON schema and sample case payload of the rental gtee case (G4)
- the schema is now fully covering the Excel sheet based semantic model structure
- JSON schema model is also available at the Standardised Trust GitHub repository for the interested
developers later when the schema is ready for the first reviews, yet it still in private mode
- schema work will continue on the 21st of June in the separate task force
4. Olli will invite counter-gtee case team to discuss the case in June (G5)
- the new template will be used
5. Laura has update the Performance gtee case to new template with comments (G7.1)
- comments to be reviewed in the next meeting as Laura will also move the case into the new, updated
template
6. Riitta and Gunnar have had a separate discussion on the customs gtees (G8)
- Riitta will come back with a sample text and was also inviting Handelsbanken to join, where Anu
responded positively
7. Hugo gave a short presentation (from BAFT) on the ISDGP (G11)
- the material will be shared after the meeting to all
8. DVS (Digital Vault Services) presentation was held on the 9th of June (G12)
- thanks for the DVS team for this
9. Deepesh was not able to join today but reporter the Trade Finance Global fireside interview
(G13) will be finalised and published soon
10. Harri shared the German Trade Finance Working Group gtee use case samples document (G14)
- our team got permission to use them with a disclaimer, that they are not intended to be 100 % accurate
- even being MT798 SR 2021 based, they might give some inspiration to us testing the gtee model
10. Saila has started working with the DC template and the raw template will be discussed in the next
meeting with upcoming tasks related to that (DC2.1)
- we discussed today to restart the work as the gtee semantic model had its changes thanks to JSON work
- Harri will update the template and share it with Saila
- we will need the template available before other practical discussions and implementation
11. See you on the 6th of July!
- Harri will book some meetings after the summer holiday season starting in the beginning of September
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